The Belle II experiment [1], the successor of the Belle ex periment [2] , will go into operation at the upgraded KEKB col lider ("SuperKEKB") in 2016 [3] , [4] . SuperKEKB is designed to deliver an instantaneous luminosit y £ = 8 X 1035 cm-2 8-1, a factor of 40 larger than the previous KEKB world record. The Belle II experiment will therefore have to cope with a much larger machine background than its predecessor Belle. Especiall y the Touscheck scattering [5] , [6] is expected to increase significantl y , leading to charged track events with displaced z-vertex positions. This makes a powerful z-vertex trigger for Belle II crucial.
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We present the concept of a track trigger, based on a neural network approach [7] , that is able to suppress a large fraction of this background b y reconstructing the z (longitudinal) position of the event vertex within the latenc y of the first level trigger. The level 1 trigger s y stem of Belle II requires a maximum latenc y of the trigger s y stem of 5 MS, a final trigger rate of 30 kHz and a minimum two event separation of 200 ns [8] . Furthermore, it has to operate as a pipeline and process input ever y 32 ns.
The basic concept of our trigger is the Multi La y er Percep tron (MLP) neural network. It has the structure of a directed ac y clic graph, where each node computes a smooth scalar activation function on the weighted sum of its input values.
This machine learning approach is trained using a su pervised back propagation algorithm, and the results of the learning process is stored in the weights.
The trigger uses the topological and drift time information of the hits from the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) of Belle II within narrow cones in polar and azimuthal angle as well as in transverse momentum ("sectors"), and estimates the z-vertex without explicit track reconstruction. The preprocessing for the track trigger is based on the track information provided b y the standard CDC trigger. It takes input from the 2D track finder, adds information from the stereo wires of the CDC, and finds the appropriate sectors in the CDC for each track in a given event. The preprocessing is followed b y the loading and execution of a sector specific "expert" neural network.
Due to the high granularit y of the sectors, there are 0(106) Belle [I] . Only the narrow peak at z = Ocm corresponds to signal decays.
Right: achieved z-vertex resolution [7] , [9] with an "expert" MLP for charged single track events in a small sector constrained by the track parameters
sector and provide these as input values to the MLP. Our stud y is motivated b y the real z-distribution accepted b y the trigger in Belle (see Fig. 1 ). Onl y the narrow peak at z = 0 cm corresponds to the interesting ph y sics events. The example resolution of an "expert" MLP (see Fig. 1 ) with an accurac y of about 1 cm clearl y shows the achievable resolution on the z-vertex.
The neural algorithm will be implemented in programmable hardware. To this end a Virtex 7 FPGA board will be used, which provides at present the most promising solution for a full y parallelized implementation of neural networks or alternative multivariate methods. A high speed interface for external memor y will be integrated into the platform, to be able to store the 0(109) parameters required.
The contribution presents the results of our feasibilit y studies and discusses the details of the envisaged hardware solution.
